
Exam 1 TMath 115 Winter 2019

NAME:

1. [2] TRUE/FALSE: Circle T in each of the following cases if the statement is always
true. Otherwise, circle F.

T F
1

b + 1
+

1

b
=

3

b + 1

T F f(x) = −2(x + 1)2 − 7 has a vertex at (−1,−7)

Show all your work. Reasonable supporting work must be shown to earn
credit.

2. [3] Let f be a function with 2 in its domain. Explain what the notation f(2) means as
you would to a 12 year old.

3. [3] Perform and simplify
x− 2

x
3

+
x

5

4. [4] (WebHW1 #8) The distance that a spring will stretch varies directly as the force
applied to the spring. A force of 60 pounds is needed to stretch a spring 6 inches.
What force is required to stretch the spring 10 inches?
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5. Let f be the piece-wise defined function comprised a line and a parabola shown below.

(a) Estimate the following if possible:

i. [1] (§1.3 #60) f(−1)

ii. [2] (§1.6 #10) (f + f)(4)

iii. [2] (WebHW4 #15) (f ◦ f)(−1)

iv. [2] (Transformations Activity #5) the range of f .

v. [1] (Transformations Activity #5) all possible x such that f(x) = 0.

(b) [4] (115ExamAut2016 #3) Find the formula for f in the indicated form:

f(x) =

{
if −5 ≤ x ≤ −2

if −2 < x ≤ 4

(c) [4] (WebHW4 #4) Graph 1
2
f(x)− 1.
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6. Let h be the function defined by: h(x) =

{
1
2
x− 2 −4 ≤ x ≤ 2

2x− 5 2 < x < 4

(a) [2] (FunctionActivity #1)
Find h(3)

(b) [2] (WebHW2 #7)
Find the y-intercept of h

(c) [1] (WebHW2 #19)
What is the domain of h?

(d) [3] (WebHW3 #5) Graph h on the axes.

7. Provide a graph AND an algebraic rule/expression for each of the functions described
below:

(a) [3] (WebHW5 #8) A quadratic with a maximum at (2, 4).

(b) [3] (§1.2 #76) A line perpendicular to y = 3x− 2.
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8. [3] Explain one concept that you studies well while preparing for this test but don’t feel
as if you got to fully demonstrate. (Note that I am not asking for an analysis of what
the test is lacking but rather for a stunning display on your part of information/skills
that you know!)

9. Choose ONE of the following. Clearly identify which of the two you are answering and
what work you want to be considered for credit.
No, doing both questions will not earn you extra credit.

(a) (Quiz1 #4) You have 16 oz of mocha that is 10% espresso sitting in a 20 oz cup.
You would like to add x oz of espresso to your drink.

i. [3] Write a function that returns the percentage (in decimal form) of espresso
in the cup.

ii. [1] What is the domain of the function you defined above?

iii. [1] Is it possible to add enough espresso to have a 20% espresso mocha drink?

(b) [5] (WordProblems #3) Seismic waves travel at about 4km/s but Megan has (a
really fast!) carrier pigeon that travels 7km/s. Assume that Megan’s first instinct
when feeling a quake is to “tweet” the experience and that process (recognizing
it’s an earthquake, finding her carrier pigeon, attaching a message to the bird’s
leg, and the message being broadcast) takes 5 minutes. How far does a Megan
follower have to be from Megan to know there is an earthquake before feeling it?
(inspired by http://xkcd.com/723)
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